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Abstract
Those nonseparable graphs whose induced cycles form a (necessarily minimum length) cycle
basis are characterized in several ways | each a generalization of outerplanar graphs. For
instance, they are the series{parallel graphs that do not contain a subdivision of K2;3 as an
induced subgraph | whereas the outerplanar graphs are known to be the series{parallel graphs
that do not contain a subdivision of K2;3 as a subgraph. The approach uses a certain ‘tree
structure’ such that the outerplanar graphs are those for which that tree structure is unique.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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A cycle is a connected 2-regular subgraph. An outerplanar graph is a planar graph
that has a plane representation in which all vertices are on a common face (an outer-
plane representation). Refs. [1,6] contain many characterizations of outerplanar graphs,
including that they contain no subdivision of either K4 or K2;3 as a subgraph.
Studies of cycle spaces and of outerplanar graphs typically focus on nite sim-
ple graphs that are nonseparable (meaning that removing any one vertex will leave
a connected graph; when there are at least three vertices this is equivalent to every
two vertices being in a common cycle). For instance, an arbitrary graph is outerplanar
if and only if each maximal nonseparable subgraph is outerplanar. Nonseparable
graphs are outerplanar if and only if they have plane representations with a
‘hamiltonian face’; they can also be viewed as consisting of a hamiltonian cycle of
which all other edges are chords (edges joining vertices that are not consecutive
along the cycle). If a nonseparable graph G is outerplanar, then that hamiltonian
cycle is unique [6].
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Fig. 1. An outerplanar graph and the IC-tree that happens to consist of all the edges of 
(IC).
Fig. 2. A non-outerplanar graph with one of three possible IC-trees.
Let IC =IC(G) represent the set of all induced cycles | equivalently, chordless
cycles | of a nonseparable graph G, where each cycle C 2 IC is viewed as a subset
C = fe1; : : : ; elgE(G) of length l>3. The intersection graph 
(IC) has members
of IC as vertices, with C; C0 2 IC joined by an edge CC0 if and only if C \C0 6= ;.
An IC-tree for G is any spanning tree T of 
(IC) for which every Te | meaning
the subgraph of T induced by those C 2 IC that contain e 2 E(G) | is connected
(so is a subtree of T ). For instance, Fig. 1 shows an IC-tree T for a graph in which
T3 = K1 and T4 = K2.
Not every nonseparable graph has an IC-tree; for instance, neither K4 nor K2;3 does.
Fig. 2 shows how adding one edge to K2;3 enables an IC-tree to occur.
(The notion of IC-tree is motivated by the notion of ‘clique tree’, in which the
set IC is replaced by the set of all maximal complete subgraphs (viewed as sets of
vertices). The graphs that have clique trees are precisely the chordal graphs | graphs
without induced cycles of length greater than three; see [5] for details. The analogous
theory includes the following lemma.)
Lemma 1. A spanning tree of 






jC \ C0j= jE(G)j:
Proof. Suppose T is a spanning tree of 
(IC). For each e 2 E(G), the subgraph Te
satises jV (Te)j − jE(Te)j>1, with equality precisely when Te is connected. Summing
over all e 2 E(G) proves that PC2V (T ) jCj−
P
CC02E(T ) jC\C0j>jE(G)j always holds,
with equality precisely when T is an IC-tree.
Lemma 2. Each edge CC0 of an IC-tree T for a nonseparable graph G has
jC \ C0j= 1.
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Proof. Suppose T is an IC-tree for a graph G and CC0 2 E(T ) with jC \ C0j>2
(arguing toward a contradiction). Pick any v 2 V (C) \ V (C0) with neighbors x 2
V (C) nV (C0) and x0 2 V (C0) nV (C). Let P be a subpath of C starting with edge vx
and ending at a vertex y and P0 be a subpath of C0 starting with edge vx0 and ending at
a vertex y0 such that P and P0 are minimal paths for which either y=y0 or yy0 2E(G).
Then v cannot be adjacent to y or y0, since jC \ C0j>2, and so V (P) [ V (P0) will
induce a cycle C00 2 IC with none of C\C0, C\C00 and C0\C00 contained in another.
Hence there must be paths in T between each two of C, C0 and C00 that misses the
third, contradicting that T is an IC-tree.
Lemma 3. If a nonseparable graph G has an IC-tree; then its IC-trees are exactly
the spanning trees of 
(IC) such that jC \ C0j = 1 for each edge CC0 of T . Thus;
a spanning tree of 
(IC(G)) is an IC-tree if and only if
X
C2IC
jCj − jICj+ 1 = jE(G)j:
Proof. Suppose T is an IC-tree for a nonseparable graph G, so by Lemma 2 each
CC0 2 E(T ) has jC \ C0j = 1. Now, suppose T  is any spanning tree of 
(IC)
such that each CC0 2E(T ) has jC \C0j= 1. Then PCC02E(T) jC \C0j= jICj − 1 =P
CC02E(T ) jC \ C0j, and so T  is an IC-tree by Lemma 1.
The second part then follows immediately from Lemma 1.
Thus, one can test whether a given graph G has an IC-tree by rst looking for a
spanning tree T of 
(IC) such that each CC0 2E(T ) has jC \C0j= 1 and then using
Lemma 3 to test whether that T is an IC-tree | failure in either step means G has
no IC-tree, while success shows that T is an IC-tree; moreover, all IC-trees can
be so produced.
The following theorem resembles Whitney’s ‘ear decomposition’ characterization [8]
of nonseparable graphs as those that can be built up from a cycle by repeatedly locating
two existing vertices and then appending a new path of length at least one between
them.
Theorem 1. A nonseparable graph has an IC-tree if and only if the graph can be
built up from a cycle by repeatedly locating an existing edge and then appending a
new path of length at least two between its endpoints.
Proof. Suppose G is nonseparable with an IC-tree T , so each edge of T corresponds
to an edge of G as in Lemma 2. Let C01; : : : ; C
0
jICj be new vertex-disjoint cycles with
each C0i = Ci 2IC such that, whenever feg=Ci\Cj for CiCj 2 E(T ), there are edges
ei of C0i and ej of C
0
j that can be identied | T being an IC-tree ensures that this
can be done without conicts | so as to build up a graph G^ = G as described in the
statement of the theorem. Similarly, any graph built up as in the statement of
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the theorem corresponds to a set of induced cycles of G that determines an IC-tree
for G.
The cycle space of a graph is the Z2-vector space whose vectors are the edge-disjoint
unions of cycles, with zero being the ‘empty cycle’ and the sum of vectors Ci; Cj
being the symmetric dierence Ci  Cj. The length of a cycle basis is the sum of
the lengths of all the cycles in a basis for the cycle space. Ref. [7] shows that every
minimum-length cycle basis consists of induced cycles, and so the set IC spans the
cycle space and, if it is a basis, it is a minimum-length basis; furthermore, IC will
then be the unique minimum-length basis and will be the set of fundamental cycles
with respect to a spanning tree (obtained by deleting one edge from each of the path
additions in Theorem 1).
Condition 4 below should be compared with the following result from [3]: A hamil-
tonian graph has a cycle basis of length 2jE(G)j − jV (G)j if and only if it is outer-
planar.
Theorem 2. The following are equivalent for a nonseparable graph G:
(1) G has an IC-tree.
(2) IC is a cycle basis for G.
(3) G has a cycle basis of length 2jE(G)j − jV (G)j.
(4)
P
C2IC jCj= 2jE(G)j − jV (G)j.
Proof. Suppose G is a nonseparable graph.
(1) ) (2): Suppose T is an IC-tree for G. To show IC is independent, suppose
C1; : : : ; Ck 2 IC with k>3 and C1      Ck = ; (arguing toward a contradiction).
Let T  be the smallest subtree of T that contains the vertices C1; : : : ; Ck , noting that
each of the leaves of T  will be one of C1; : : : ; Ck . Suppose Ci is a leaf of T . Then
C1  Ck =; implies that each edge of Ci must also be in at least one other vertex
Cj, and so in the neighbor C0 of Ci in T  (since each e 2 Ci \ Cj must have Te be a
subtree of the IC-tree T , and so the vertices of T  that contain Ci \ Cj must form a
connected subtree of T ). But this would contradict that jCi \ C0j= 1 (by Lemma 2).
Therefore, the spanning set IC of the cycle space is also independent and so is a
cycle basis.
(2) ) (3) ) (4): These implications follow from Theorem 1 and results in [3,7].
(4) ) (1): Suppose T is any spanning tree of 
(IC) consisting of edges CC0 with
jC\C0j=1. Since IC spans the cycle basis of G, we know jICj>jE(G)j−jV (G)j+1.
Combining this with
P
C2IC jCj= 2jE(G)j − jV (G)j shows that
P
C2IC jCj − jICj+
16jE(G)j, and so that T is an IC-tree (the > direction being automatic).
Dene an IC-tree T for G to have a repeated edge whenever C1 \ C01 = C2 \ C02
for distinct edges C1C01 and C2C
0
2 of T .
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Theorem 3. The following are equivalent for a nonseparable graph G:
(1) G is outerplanar.
(2) G has a unique IC-tree.
(3) G has an IC-tree without repeated edges.
(4) G can be built up as in Theorem 1; never appending a new path between the
endpoints of the same edge more than once.
Proof. Suppose G is a nonseparable graph.
(1) ) (2): Suppose G has an outerplane representation with its exterior face bounded
by a hamiltonian cycle CH . Then IC consists of the boundaries of the interior faces,
and there is a spanning tree T of 
(IC) such that CC0 2E(T ) if and only if
C \ C0 = feg where e is a chord of CH . Thus, jE(T )j= jICj − 1 equals the number
of chords of CH , and so
P
C2IC jCj − jICj + 1 = jE(G)j, making T an IC-tree
for G by Lemma 3. Since E(T ) is uniquely determined by the chords of C, this T
is the unique IC-tree.
(2) ) (3): Suppose T is any IC-tree for G that has a repeated edge; say C1\C01 =
C2 \ C02 with C1C01; C2C02 2 E(T ). By the denition of IC-tree, we can also assume
that C01 =C2. But then replacing edge C1C
0
1 with edge C1C
0
2 would produce a dierent
IC-tree for G. Thus having a unique IC-tree implies that T has no repeated edges.
(3) ) (1): Suppose T is an IC-tree for G without repeated edges. Then an outer-
plane representation for G can be produced as in the proof of Theorem 1, where the
endpoints of no edge are used more than once for an appended path, and so no vertex
is ever cut o from the exterior face.
(4) , (1): This follows as in the proofs of (3) ) (1) and Theorem 1.
When G is outerplanar, T corresponds to what is typically called the ‘weak dual’
or ‘associated tree’ of G, and the members of E(T ) to the chords of the hamiltonian
cycle. In general, for any graph G that has an IC-tree T , if edges C1C01; : : : ; CkC
0
k
of T all correspond to the same edge of G, then G n (C1 \ C01) has at least k + 1
components. The graph G in Fig. 2 is the smallest non-outerplanar graph for which an
IC-tree exists; both edges of any IC-tree correspond to the edge bc of G.
Series{parallel graphs can be dened as the nonseparable graphs that do not con-
tain a subdivision of K4 as a subgraph; see [4] for references, discussion of the role of
nonseparability, and other characterizations. Theorem 4 will characterize those nonsep-
arable graphs that have IC-trees within the context of series{parallel graphs. It should
be compared to the following result from [1]: A nonseparable graph is outerplanar if
and only if it is a series{parallel graph that does not contain a subdivision of K2;3
as a subgraph.
Theorem 4. A nonseparable graph has an IC-tree if and only if it is a series{parallel
graph that does not contain a subdivision of K2;3 as an induced subgraph.
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Proof. Suppose G is nonseparable and has an IC-tree. By the classical theory of
series{parallel graphs (in [2] for instance) and Theorem 1, G is series{parallel |
indeed G is built using only series connections of cycles. But G cannot contain a
induced subgraph that is a subdivision of K2;3, since its three induced cycles would
correspond to three vertices in 
(IC) such that every IC-tree would have to contain
paths joining each pair of the three vertices while missing the third.
Conversely, suppose G is a nonseparable, series{parallel graph that does not contain
a induced subgraph that is a subdivision of K2;3. We show the existence of an IC-tree
by induction on jICj, with the jICj=1 case immediate. Since G is series{parallel, G
must have a vertex of degree two, and indeed must have a length-k>2 path P whose
internal vertices have degree two and whose end vertices u; w are in an induced cycle
in the subgraph G− obtained from G by deleting the k − 2 internal vertices of P.
Since G lacks induced subdivisions of K2;3, u and w will be adjacent, with P and the
edge uw forming a length-k induced cycle C in G. The claim then follows from the
inductive hypothesis on G− and Theorem 1.
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